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ABSTRACT

Cross-correlation of electron backscatter diffraction patterns has been used to

generate rotation maps of single crystals of tetragonal barium titanate (BaTiO3)

containing multiple lamellae and bundles of & 90� domains. Rotation mea-

surement angular resolutions of 0.1 mrad (0.006�) and spatial resolutions of

30 nm are demonstrated on structures with approximately 1 lm domains

extending over 10s of lm. The material orientations demonstrated considerable

microstructural dependence: c domains, with polarization perpendicular to a

free surface, exhibited little within-domain rotation variation while a-domains,

with polarization parallel to the surface, exhibited considerable within-domain

variation, particularly in the larger lamellar domain structure. In both lamellar

and bundled structures, the maximum a–c between-domain rotation was

approximately equal to the value hr & 0.63� (11 mrad) predicted by a rigid

rotation of tetragonal BaTiO3 unit cells across the domain boundary. However,

in both structures there was gradual variation in rotation throughout, especially

adjacent to domain boundaries, suggesting that a rigid rotation model predicts

too abrupt a unit cell and polarization rotation. A new BaTiO3 compound defect

was deduced through identification of a double integral surface rotation 2hr. The

double rotation is indicative of a low-angle grain boundary terminating at a

surface by a confined 90� domain.

Introduction

Two previous works [1, 2] used electron backscatter

diffraction (EBSD) techniques to map the variations

of stress and strain in multi-domain structures of

barium titanate (BaTiO3). A major goal of these works

was to address the practical concern of mechanical

reliability of BaTiO3-containing multilayer ceramic

capacitors (MLCCs). The goal was addressed through

the development of methods to map residual stresses

and strains in BaTiO3 arising from the MLCC man-

ufacturing process. Such residual stresses and strains

develop as a MLCC is cooled from the manufacturing

sintering temperature [3], causing BaTiO3 to pass

through a cubic-to-tetragonal, and associated para-

electric-to-ferroelectric, phase transformation at

about 120 �C [4]. At room temperature in its unde-

formed state, BaTiO3 is tetragonal, with the unit cell
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c axis about 1.1% longer relative to two equivalent

a axes that are perpendicular to the c axis and each

other. The c axis is also the direction of unit-cell fer-

roelectric polarization [5]. In a bulk ferroelectric

material, regions of invariant electrical polarization

are termed domains and thus in BaTiO3 domains are

also regions of invariant c axis orientation. Domains

develop and change configuration in a component to

minimize total electrostatic and elastostatic energy

[6, 7]. On cooling through the cubic-to-tetragonal

phase transition temperature in BaTiO3, strains

develop between differently oriented domains.

Hence, if transformational compatibility is main-

tained (no cracks, no voids), reaction stresses develop

within and between domains and measurement of

these stresses and strains was the focus of the pre-

vious works [1, 2]. Transformational compatibility

between differently oriented domains is also

achieved by rotations within and between domains,

and measurement of these rotations is the focus of the

current work. The rotations contribute to the overall

deformation (rotation ? strain) of BaTiO3 on cooling,

thereby affecting both mechanical and electrical per-

formances (via polarization) of MLCCs, and, as will

be emphasized here, provide insight into the domain

microstructures that can develop. The current work

has implications for other commercially relevant

ferroelectric ceramics, such as lead titanate and lead

zirconate titanate (PZT), in which similarly tetragonal

crystal structures couple mechanical and electrical

effects [8].

To provide context, before examining rotations in

detail, the strains observed in the two previous EBSD

studies [1, 2] considering two different domain

structures will be summarized. Schematic diagrams

of the two structures, also to be studied here, are

shown in Fig. 1, together with a right-handed X1–X2–

X3 Cartesian coordinate system. The samples con-

taining the structures were single crystals, about

4 mm square and 1 mm thick, composed predomi-

nantly of c-domain material but containing some a-

domains. In a c domain, the c axis, [001], was parallel

to X3 and perpendicular to the X1–X2 large sample

face. In an a-domain, one of the a axes, here taken as

[100], was parallel to X3 and perpendicular to the

large sample face. In both domain types, the

remaining a axis, here taken as [010], was parallel to

X2 and could be considered as a rotation axis to

alternate between the c- and a-domains. In the first

domain structure [1], Fig. 1a, the a-domains consisted

of long lamellae, extending in the X2 direction across

the face of the sample and about 10 lm wide in the

X1 direction at the sample surface. The a-domains

were separated by c-domain lamellae of similar

dimensions. Optical observations suggested that the

lamellae extended through the thickness of the sam-

ple at a 45� angle to X3 and X1 consistent with {101}

plane, c- to a-domain or vice versa, ‘‘90�’’ walls or

boundaries [5]. In the second domain structure [2],

Fig. 1b, the a-domains consisted of many short pla-

telets, about 1 lm wide in the X1 direction 9 10 lm

long in the X2 direction, adjoining similarly sized c-

Figure 1 a Schematic diagram of a single lamellar a-domain

(shown shaded) in a c-domain BaTiO3 crystal. The polarization

directions relative to the X1–X2–X3 sample axes are indicated with

arrows. b Schematic diagram of a bundle of alternating a- and c-

domains imbedded in a c-domain BaTiO3 crystal. The shading and

sample axes are as in (a).
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domain platelets to form mixed-domain bundles

about 50 lm wide in total in the X1 direction and

extending lengthwise in the X2 direction across the

X1–X2 sample face. No direct information regarding

the subsurface geometry of the bundles was obtained.

In both domain structures, the strain fields were

dominated by two normal strain components, e11 and

e33, that alternated signs: In the a-domains, e11 was

negative and e33 was positive; in the c domains, the

strains were reversed, positive e11 and negative e33. In

both domain orientations, the magnitudes of the

strains increased at the domain boundaries. Overall,

the strains were consistent with the crystallographic

idea that the unit cells in each domain type became

more ‘‘cubic’’ as a domain boundary was approached

to accommodate the rotated tetragonal dimensions of

the unit cells in the neighboring domain—in each

domain type, a was extended and c was shortened. In

the case of the long lamellae, Fig. 1a, plane strain in

the X1–X3 plane perpendicular to the lamellae, such

that e22 = e12 = e23 = 0, was almost ideally obeyed. In

the case of the bundles, Fig. 1b, the correlation

between the strain and microstructural fields was

weakened, and the plane-strain condition was

slightly relaxed. These observations suggested

greater microstructural disorder in the bundled

domains and probable subsurface termination of the

platelets, as depicted in Fig. 1b. The required unit-cell

rotation and associated change in surface plane ori-

entation were considered only briefly for the lamellar

domains [1].

Figure 2 shows an often-cited [5, 9–15] schematic

diagram of the structure of sequential c–a and a–

c domain boundaries in tetragonal BaTiO3 using the

same coordinate system as Fig. 1. The structure is in

plane strain (in the X1–X3 plane of the diagram),

includes strains generating a more cubic (square)

structure localized at domain boundaries and incor-

porates rotations. The long axes of the rectangles and

arrows in Fig. 2 represent the c-orientations and

directions of polarization of unit cells within

domains. The unit cells within domains are taken as

rigid. The domains are separated by diagonal

boundary planes and the polarizations obey the

‘‘head-to-tail’’ rule across the plane to minimize

electrostatic energy [5]. The domain boundary region,

marked by cells containing the planes represented by

dashed lines, is not taken as rigid and can be

described by an inhomogeneous shear strain. The

change in orientation of the domains can be described

by a simple rotation W about X2. A consequence of

the tetragonal BaTiO3 unit-cell dimensions is that the

domain rotation across the boundaries is not quite

90�; for convenience, however, a-c and c-a boundaries

are often referred to as 90� boundaries [5, 10, 12–16].

(For illustration purposes, the tetragonal c/a distor-

tion and hence the rotations at domain boundaries

have both been exaggerated by a factor of 20 in

Fig. 2.) The exterior structure of the unit cells in

adjacent domains can be described by simple reflec-

tion in the boundary plane [17, 18], but not the inte-

rior polarizations of the unit cells; again, for

convenience, a–c and c–a boundaries are also often

referred to as twin boundaries [6, 17, 19]. The com-

plete relationship between unit cells in adjacent

domains, including interior and exterior structure,

can be described by a reflection-inversion operation

[18].

Figure 2 Schematic diagram

of c–a–c domain structure with

single-cell domain boundaries.

The sample axes are as in

Fig. 1. The arrows indicate

polarization directions and the

dashed lines indicate domain

boundaries. The domain cells

across the ‘‘kite’’-shaped

boundary cells are related by

rigid reflection-inversion

symmetry.
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Here, attention focuses on the exterior structure

alone (as sensed by EBSD) and from Fig. 2 the

domain rotation angle is

W ¼ p� 2 tan�1 a=cð Þ ¼ p=2 þ hr ð1Þ

where a and c are the unit-cell dimensions and W is

positive for right-handed rotations about the positive

X2 axis as in Fig. 2 (consistent with the usual con-

ventions [20]). The angle hr (defined here as a positive

quantity) represents the change in orientation of

material surface that was originally planar but which

on transformation is related by reflection symmetry

across the boundary, Fig. 2. The plane could be a

near-to-free surface as in an EBSD measurement and

thus a general planar rotation angle h (of which hr is a

special case) will be used here to quantify the local

rotation of the material. For the rigid rotation struc-

ture shown in Fig. 2, the unit-cell dimensions of

BaTiO3, a = 0.3992 nm and c = 0.4036 nm [4], in

Eq. (1) give hr = 0.63� (11 mrad) in the a-domain

(h = 0 in the adjacent c domains). This angle h is

easily measured by EBSD techniques and comparable

to the peak strains of & 10-2 measured previously

[1, 2]. The special angle hr is related to the tetragonal

distortion by c/a = 1 ? hr if c/a is close to 1 (Eq. (1)).

This study addresses three questions regarding

domain rotation in BaTiO3 raised by Fig. 2:

1. How does the change in orientation measured

between domains compare with the hr = 0.63�
value predicted by the rigid rotation structure?

That is, is the predicted angle correct?

2. How does the measured variation in orientation

within domains compare with the lack of varia-

tion predicted by the rigid rotation model? That

is, is the domain re-orientation localized?

3. What do surface-based EBSD rotation measure-

ments imply about subsurface domain

microstructures? That is, is the modeled structure

correct?

The following section describes the BaTiO3 sam-

ples and EBSD measurement methods. The samples

were those used previously [1, 2], as were the scan-

ning and data collection methods. The emphasis here

is on analysis of the data to obtain small length scale

rotation information rather than strain information as

was emphasized previously. Results are then pre-

sented as two-dimensional (2-D) rotation maps and

one-dimensional (1-D) rotation and height linescans

of lamellar and bundled domain structures, as well as

plots of rotation variations as a function of domain

size. Discussion focuses on the materials science

aspects of domain microstructures in BaTiO3 that can

be inferred from the measurements.

Materials and methods

Materials

Two BaTiO3 single-crystal samples, predominantly

c domain, used previously in strain studies [1, 2],

were used for all rotation experiments. The first

sample was grown by the Czochralski method and

contained relatively large lamellar a-domains. The

sample was in the form of a plate, approximately

4 mm 9 3 mm 9 1 mm thick. Prior to EBSD analy-

sis, the sample was manually polished on one large

face with a chemical–mechanical polishing solution.

The second sample was grown by the top-seeded

solution growth method and contained isolated 90�
and 180� domains (not studied here) and bundled

a and c domains. The sample was a plate, 5 mm 9

5 mm 9 1 mm thick and prior to EBSD was pol-

ished on one face using a colloidal silica solution.

Schematic diagrams of the lamellar and bundle

structures are shown in Fig. 1. The lamellae and

bundles were aligned along the X2 direction. More

details, including micrographs of the sample sur-

faces, can be found elsewhere [1, 2]. In both cases, the

polished sample surfaces were not coated before

being loaded into a field emission scanning electron

microscope (SEM) (Hitachi S4700 FESEM, Hitachi

High-Tech, Tokyo, Japan) for EBSD analysis.

Orientation analysis

Four separate regions of each of the lamellar and

bundled domain structures were examined by EBSD,

and rotation analysis was performed as described

below. No significant differences between any of the

regions for either domain type were observed and,

except where noted, detailed results for a single

region for each type are reported. High-resolution

EBSD patterns (EBSPs) were recorded within each

region with the sample tilted at 70� to the incident

electron beam using an accelerating voltage of 20 kV

and a beam current of & 2 nA. EBSD is a surface-

sensitive measurement technique; an upper bound
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for the escape depth of the electrons producing the

EBSPs is 40 nm. Typical 2-D EBSD maps of the

BaTiO3 crystals were composed of at least three,

parallel, 1-D linescans in the X1 direction, consisting

of at least 200 individual EBSPs. The separation

between EBSPs in the X1-direction was 0.5 lm for the

large lamellar domains and 0.03 lm to 0.2 lm for the

smaller domain bundles. The separation in the X2-

direction between adjacent linescans was 5 lm for

the lamellar domains and 0.5 lm for the domain

bundles. Each EBSP consisted of an image of

1344 9 1024 pixels; no binning was applied to the

EBSPs, which were recorded at high gain with auto-

matic and static background subtraction. Each EBSP

was collected in approximately 1 s.

EBSPs, consisting of Kikuchi band patterns, were

(1) indexed to obtain domain orientations relative to

the SEM axes and thus the sample X1–X2–X3 axes and

(2) cross-correlated to obtain components of the

rotation tensor relative to c-domain reference points

within the scanned regions. The EBSPs were of suf-

ficient quality that indexing and cross-correlation

could be performed at all scan points. The obtained

orientation and rotation maps were internally con-

sistent; no filtering or censoring was applied. Exam-

ple EBSD patterns are given in [1]. Each EBSP was

indexed to obtain crystal orientation using Oxford

HKL Flamenco software (version 5.0.9.1, Oxford

Instruments, Abingdon, UK). Kikuchi band detection

was determined with a resolution of the Hough space

of 125, using the band edges from a circular region

centered on the middle of the EBSP with a radius of

511 pixels. Indexing was determined from the auto-

matic detection of five to six bands and provided the

local orientation of the tetragonal a–a–c crystal axes

relative to the X1–X2–X3 sample axes in terms of SEM

Euler angles. A local crystal orientation in the sample

was regarded as part of a c-domain if the (c, X3) angle

was close to 0, and as part of an a-domain if the (a, X3)

angle was close to 0. In practice, an (a, X2) angle was

always close to 0, such that the transformation from a

c-domain to an a-domain (or reverse) was accom-

plished by a near ± 90� rotation about X2.

Rotation analysis

Entire maps (600–2250 EBSPs) were analyzed for

rotation using two methods: (i) Euler angles used in

the automated pattern indexing, and (ii) cross-corre-

lation of the EBSPs (CrossCourt 3.0, BLG

Productions, Bristol, UK). In both cases, a single ref-

erence pattern was used in each dataset from the

center of a c-domain (domains were determined from

the orientation analysis). Reference patterns were

assigned (by definition) zero rotation; all rotations h
are thus relative to these locations. Rotations were

determined from analysis of 20 regions of interest

(256 9 256 pixels) from each EBSP [21]. Cross-corre-

lation determines eight (out of nine) independent

components of the local distortion tensor

AijðxÞ ¼ oui=oxj, to give the traceless distortion tensor

~Aij at each location x. The off-diagonal components of

the traceless distortion tensor are identical to those of

the full (nine-component) distortion tensor, that is

Aij ¼ ~Aij, i = j. The distortion tensor can be split into

symmetric and antisymmetric parts:

Aij ¼ðAij þ AjiÞ=2 þ ðAij � AjiÞ=2

¼eij þ xij
ð2Þ

where the antisymmetric part xij is given by

xij ¼
0 �x21 �x31

x21 0 �x32

x31 x32 0

2
4

3
5: ð3Þ

(Determination of the missing ninth independent

distortion component of Aij requires the use of the

BaTiO3 elastic constants and a closure condition,

usually that the surface is in stress-free equilibrium

such that the stress component r33 = 0. Details are

given elsewhere [2]. Determination of the rotation has

no such requirement.) If the distortion is small, the

symmetric component of Aij can be interpreted as the

infinitesimal strain tensor, eij, and this has been the

focus of previous work [1, 2, 21]. Moreover, xij is

interpreted as the infinitesimal rotation tensor. (For

characteristic magnitudes for both quantities

of & 10-2 or less the assumptions are justified.) The

tensor elements x32, x31 and x21 characterize rota-

tions about X1, X2 and X3, respectively. The scalar

rotation W used earlier is then seen to be represented

by the element x13. The scalar planar rotation angle h,

used earlier, can be generalized as a tensor hij and

describe rotations from the reference c-domain loca-

tion for both c- and a-domains by setting

hij ¼ xij c domainð Þ ð4aÞ

hij ¼ xij � p=2 a domainð Þ ð4bÞ

noting that Eqs. (4a) and (4b) preserve hij as positive

for clockwise rotations about X2 as in Fig. 2. The
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advantage of using hij is that it is a continuous vari-

able of the correct scale for visualizing domain rota-

tions within BaTiO3. A further advantageous identity

relates the shape of the BaTiO3 sample surface to the

lattice rotation. It results from: (1) the distortion

components are small; (2) both a- and c-domains of

BaTiO3 are orthotropic (specifically tetragonal); and,

(3) the free surface is parallel to a rectangular face of

the orthotropic unit cell. Then,

oui=oxj � �hij; ð5aÞ

taking into account that positive h implies negative

gradient (Fig. 2) and in particular, on integration,

u3 x1ð Þ ¼ u3 0ð Þ �
Z x1

0

h31 nð Þdn; ð5bÞ

where n is a dummy variable. Equation (5b) provides

a means of estimating the surface height profile from

rotation measurements similar to earlier studies of

wedge indentation deformation fields [22, 23].

Results

Figure 3 shows orientation and rotation maps for

lamellar (Fig. 3a) and bundled (Fig. 3b) domain

regions in the BaTiO3 crystals. The spatial scale for

the two figures is the same, making clear that the

bundled structure was much smaller than the

lamellar structure. Both Figs. 3a and b consist of a

top-most domain orientation (a or c) binary map (a is

lighter) and three lower, color-filled h contour rota-

tion maps (greater h is lighter). The domain orienta-

tion maps are those used earlier [1, 2] and the

reference locations within c domains are indicated by

circles. The rotation color scale for the lamellar

domain contour maps extends to values slightly

greater than hr (= 0.63�) predicted by the rigid rota-

tion model for ideal reflection (Fig. 2). The rotation

color scale maximum for the bundled domains is

twice this value. Maps of other domain regions were

similar.

There are two major points to note in Fig. 3. First,

the rotations for both the lamellar and bundled

domains are dominated by the h31 rotation; the vari-

ations in the h32 and h21 rotations were more than an

order of magnitude smaller than the h31 rotation. This

difference is consistent with the findings in the strain

studies summarized above [1, 2]: In addition to states

of plane stress in the X1–X2 plane as required by

surface mechanical equilibrium, the deformations in

both domain structures were close to plane strain in

the X1–X3 plane perpendicular to the free surface.

The lack of rotation out of this plane observed here is

consistent with this finding. Second, there is strong

(a)

(b)

Figure 3 Domain orientation

and rotation maps for a

lamellar domain array (a) and

a domain bundle (b). Both

domain structures have the

same length scale; the

rotations for the lamellar

domains are given by the

upper scale and for the

bundled domains by the lower

scale. The locations of the

assigned rotation-free

reference points are indicated

by the circles. The maps are

ordered as in (a).
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2-D spatial correlation between the rotation and the

domain microstructure. In the lamellar structure,

there was almost zero h31 rotation in the c domains

and somewhat variable rotation, peaking rarely at the

rigid reflection level, in the a-domains. In the bundled

domain structure, there was a similar correlation,

almost zero h31 rotation in the c domains but with

constant rotation of approximately 0.6� in the a-do-

mains, except as noted below. The similarity of cor-

relation is also consistent with the strain studies in

that the deformation was largely independent of the

scale of the domain structure [1, 2].

Greater quantitative detail of the rotation varia-

tions is given in Fig. 4. As before, the figure is divi-

ded into two groups and the rotations are plotted as a

function of the x1 coordinate for each domain struc-

ture; Fig. 4a is of lamellar domains and Fig. 4b is of

bundled domains. The upper image in each group

shows the orientation maps for lamellar and bundled

domains, demarcating the a and c domains as in

Fig. 3 (but now using different length scales, bottom

coordinates). The lower graph in each group shows

the variations of h31 (but now using the same rotation

scale, left axis scales). The bold solid lines in the

graphs of Fig. 4 show the variations of h31 taken from

single EBSD linescans; in the case of the lamellar

domains from the lower edge of the map in Fig. 3 and

for the bundled domains from the center of the map.

The fine solid lines show the variations taken from

Hough transform analyses of the same linescans and

used to compose the orientation maps in Figs. 3 and

4; only the binary a or c determination was used in

the orientation maps. The dashed horizontal lines in

Fig. 4 indicate zero, single and double rotation values

from the rigid reflection model (Fig. 2) of 0�, hr-
= 0.63� and 2hr = 1.26�, respectively.

The first point to note in Fig. 4 is the very strong

agreement between the cross-correlation and Hough

transform variations of h31 as a function of x1, par-

ticularly for the bundled domains. The agreement

points to the accuracy of both analysis techniques and

to the precision (less than 0.006�) of the more recently

developed cross-correlation EBSD methods [21] that

are the focus here. The second point to note is the

strong correlation between the angular rotation h31

and the domain designation (a or c), particularly in

the case of the lamellar domains in Fig. 4a. The

domain boundaries in this simple structure are indi-

cated by the gray vertical lines. In the lamellar

domains, the correlation between angular rotation

and domain designation is as inferred from Fig. 3.

This correlation is less obvious in the more compli-

cated bundled domain structure in Fig. 4b (and pre-

cludes the use of lines to show domain boundaries).

Nevertheless, close inspection shows some trends:

The rotation in nearly all bundled a-domains is near

hr = 0.63�, more so than in the lamellar domains

(which tend to peak at about 0.35�); the rotation in

most bundled c domains is near 0�, not as extensively

as in the lamellar domains, but there is a clear cor-

relation; the rotation gradients at or adjacent to

domain boundaries are greater in the bundled

domains than in the lamellar domains (large varia-

tions in rotation over sub-micrometer distances are

visible in the bundles) and are mostly restricted to

within a-domains; and, important for later, the rota-

tions in some bundled c domains approach

2hr = 1.26�.
The trends above may be generalized by examining

the variations of rotation within and between

domains. Figure 5 shows the variation of rotation

from the lamellar domain structure at approximately

(a)

(b)

Figure 4 Domain orientation and h31 rotation profiles for the

lamellar domains (a) and bundled domains (b) of Fig. 3. Both

domain structures have the same rotation scale; the length scales

for the structures are different. Bold lines are cross-correlation

results; fine lines are Hough transform results.
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the center of Figs. 3a and 4a. The near-zero rotation

within the c-domain and the larger, peaked rotation

within the a-domain are clear. Within each domain,

the maximum variation of rotation can be defined:

D(a) in the a-domain (right side of plot) and Dh(c) in

the c-domain (left). Between each pair of neighboring

domains, the maximum extent of rotation change,

Dhac, can be defined (near center). Figure 5 illustrates

these definitions (all positive magnitudes).

Figure 6 uses the above definitions. Four regions

for each domain type were examined. Domain size

was determined from indexing measurements such

as Figs. 3a and 4a; results for similar domain sizes

(surface widths) were averaged; for between-domain

rotations, the a-domain dimensions were used,

resulting in two data points, one for each of the left-

side and right-side boundaries. The symbols repre-

sent experimental means and standard deviations.

Figure 6a shows the variation of within-domain

rotation as a function of domain size for lamellar

structures. The solid symbols represent measure-

ments on c domains; open symbols represent mea-

surements on a-domains. Very little within-domain

rotation occurred within c domains and most within-

domain rotation for lamellae occurred in a-domains.

There was a trend of increasing within-domain

rotation approaching the rigid reflection hr value with

increasing a-domain size. The bundled domain

observations (not shown) were similar in that most

within-domain rotation occurred in a-domains but

there was no trend of within-domain rotation with

domain size. Figure 6b shows the variation of

between-domain rotation. The solid symbols repre-

sent measurements on lamellar domains, open sym-

bols represent measurements on bundled domains.

The solid line is an empirical inverse power-law fit to

the lamellar data that is constrained at large domains

to the rigid reflection value of 0.63�. As the lamellar

domain size decreased, the between-domain rotation

changes also decreased, particularly for a-domains

less than 5 lm in width. Between bundled domain

pairs, the rotation changes are much larger than the

values extrapolated from the lamellar domain trend,

exhibit considerable variation and no real trend with

domain size. These observations are consistent with

strain changes [2], in which lamellar domains exhib-

ited a clear trend of decreasing strain with decreasing

domain size and bundled domains exhibited strains

larger than the extrapolated lamellar trend and con-

siderable variation.

Discussion

The questions posed above in the context of the rigid

rotation model (Fig. 2) can now be addressed:

Figure 5 Expanded view of the h31 rotation profile for adjacent

a and c lamellar domains from Fig. 4a defining within- and

between-domain rotations. The measurement uncertainty is

smaller than the symbol size.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6 a Plot of within-domain rotation variation as a function

of domain size for lamellar domains. b Plot of between-domain

rotation for lamellar domains (solid symbols) and bundled

domains (open symbols). The line is an empirical fit.
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1. The observed between-domain change in orienta-

tion agrees reasonably well with the hr = 0.63�
value predicted by the rigid rotation structure,

particularly between the centers of large lamellar

domains (Figs. 4a and 6a). The agreement

extends less well to between-domain observa-

tions of small lamellar domains and bundled

domains (Figs. 4b and 6b). The observations

suggest that unit-cell dimensions (c/a) set the

overall between-domain rotation structure and

are consistent with previous observations on

BaTiO3, particularly scanning probe microscopy

(SPM) measurements [11–13, 24–28] (see more

below), and also transmission electron micro-

scopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction and optical

diffraction measurements [14, 29–34], and previ-

ous SPM, EBSD and TEM measurements on lead

titanate [35–37] and PZT [38–41].

2. The observed within-domain rotation variation,

extending over entire domains in the lamellar

structure and predominantly adjacent to domain

boundaries in the bundled structure (Figs. 3 and

4), disagrees with the lack of variation within

domains predicted by the rigid rotation model

(Fig. 2). Reports of observations of such variation

appear to be relatively infrequent, but notably in

BaTiO3, observed by TEM and X-ray diffraction

[42, 43] and in lead titanate and PZT, observed by

EBSD and TEM [40, 41]. However, inferences and

models of such variations have been made

several times based on these and other observa-

tions [44–48]. The observations here in BaTiO3 are

the most extensive to date and suggest that

within-domain unit-cell rotation variations are

common and set the domain boundary structure.

3. There are significant exceptions to the answers

given above for the bundled domains: Between-

domain angles of 2hr = 1.26� are sometimes

observed, Fig. 4b, and within-domain invariant

angles are often observed. These observations

suggest that lamellar and bundled domains are

perturbed from the rigid rotation model in two

different ways that serve as extremes in deter-

mining the subsurface microstructures: one accom-

modating gradual rotations and one

accommodating multiple rotations. These depar-

tures from the simple subsurface view of Fig. 2

are considered in turn.

The data of Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 describe the defor-

mation of the material in crystal rotation space. It is

possible to manipulate these data to obtain estimates

of the real-space surface orientation profiles of the

material. Figure 7a shows as the dashed line the

approximated surface gradient variation of the

lamellar material using Eq. (5a) and the EBSD data

from Fig. 4. Also in Fig. 7a is the inferred height

profile of the lamellar material obtained using

Eq. (5b) and integrating the gradient data. The

lamellar height profile data are used here in two

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7 a Plots of surface gradient (dashed line) and surface

profile (solid line) over a lamellar domain array. b Lamellar

domain orientation ‘‘snake’’ calculated from profile information in

(a) and index information from Fig. 3. c Surface profile of a

lamellar domain array from (a) as typically observed in a SPM

trace. (Note the extreme vertical exaggerations in (b) and (c)).
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ways. In the first use, the profile data are combined

with gradient data and the domain index binary data,

Figs. 3 and 4, to generate a ‘‘snake’’-like near surface

visualization of the domain microstructure. Such a

visualization is shown in Fig. 7b for the same

48–61 lm position range as shown in Fig. 5. The

upper surface of the ‘‘snake’’ is the inferred surface

profile taken from Fig. 7a. The lower surface was

obtained by projecting the surface normals obtained

from the gradient in Fig. 7a from the upper surface.

The macroscopic orientation of the arrows indicates

the c axis and polarization direction and was

obtained from the indexing of Fig. 3. The detailed

orientation of the arrows was obtained from the cal-

culated average cell orientation. Arrows were omit-

ted from the domain boundary cells. Note that the

indicated length scales apply only to the macroscopic

shape of the snake and the horizontal spacing of the

cells (the sampling spacing, 0.5 lm). For illustration

purposes, the vertical dimensions of the cells and

thus the angular variation of the polarization have

been exaggerated by a factor of 30. As noted earlier,

the a-domain material exhibits much greater varia-

tion in orientation than does the c-domain material.

Also, as noted earlier (Fig. 2), the a-domain and c-

domain regions are separated by distorted ‘‘kite’’-

shaped cells: Two upward kites are visible at the

edges of the profile at a–c boundaries and one

downward kite is visible in the center of the profile at

a c–a boundary.

In the second use, the height profile data are trea-

ted similarly to raw SPM data. In particular, the

background is subtracted and the resulting height

variation is enhanced (here by a factor of 1000, typical

for SPM). Figure 7c shows such a manipulated profile

and suggests a much rougher surface than Fig. 7a or

b. The V-shaped lines in Fig. 7c indicate an included

angle of 0.63� (11 mrad), the rigid reflection angle,

showing that the surface is not as rough as the

manipulated profile might imply. SPM provides no

subsurface information, but comparison with the

binary index data shows the straight sections

ascending to the right are c domains and the curved

sections ascending to the left are a-domains. The

inferred profile of Fig. 7c is very similar qualitatively

and quantitatively to direct SPM surface profile

measurements of BaTiO3 [12, 13, 24–28] and similarly

structured PbTiO3 [34, 35]: straight facets about

10 lm in length and 20 nm in height alternating in

orientation by approximately 0.5� (consistent with

between-domain rotation measurements by trans-

mission electron microscopy and X-ray and optical

diffraction [14, 15, 30, 31]).

Perhaps the most significant observation, previ-

ously unreported, with implications for subsurface

microstructure is the occasional 2hr rotations

observed on the surface of the bundled domain

material. Figure 4 shows that such 2hr rotations occur

in c domains surrounded by a-domains of hr rotation

(all relative to the c-domain reference of h = 0). A

schematic diagram of such a rotation sequence and

its likely subsurface structure is shown in Fig. 8,

consistent with observations at x1 & 30 lm to 45 lm

in Fig. 4b. In particular, the domain surface sequence

proceeding left-to-right, taking the c-domain at the

left of the diagram as the reference, is c?(0)//a?(hr)//

c-(2hr)//a?(hr)//c?(0), where a or c indicates the cell

exterior domain index, ? or - indicates the cell

interior domain polarization, (h) indicates the domain

surface plane orientation and//indicates a domain

boundary. (The cell tetragonality and rotations are

exaggerated by a factor of 20.) Note that once the

domain indices and surface plane orientations are set

by experiment, the boundary orientations, down-

ward to the right or left, which are not observable

directly by EBSD measurements, are then deter-

mined. The boundary orientations then constrain the

polarization sequence, also not observable by EBSD

but which must obey the ‘‘head-to-tail’’ rule to avoid

high energy charge buildup at domain boundaries

[5].

The commonly cited structure of Fig. 2 illustrates the

sequence c?(0)//a?(hr)//c?(0). For this surface

sequence, the subsurface domain boundaries are both

downward to the right, and as a consequence the

sequence could extend and repeat many times with no

boundary convergence. This is the likely lamellar

structure. The left-most surface sequence of Fig. 8,

c?(0)//a?(hr)//c-(2hr), however, leads to adjacent

subsurface domain boundaries that are downward to

the right then left, and as consequence the boundaries

converge, leading to a confined a-domain. Beneath the

a-domain, the two originally separated c domains

converge, forming a low-angle 2hr = 1.26� tilt grain

boundary (in this case, near vertical) consisting of an

array of edge dislocations [49]. As this is a covalent-

ionic material and charge must be conserved, there is

an ‘‘extra half plane’’ of unit cells. The grain boundary

is also a ‘‘180�’’ domain boundary and could exit a

sample as shown at the bottom left of the diagram. The
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exaggerated tetragonality reduces the apparent dislo-

cation separation by about a factor of 10: In reality, the

separation is a/(2hr) & 0.4 nm 9 45 & 18 nm. Simi-

lar low-angle grain boundaries consisting of arrays of

edge dislocations have been observed by TEM in

BaTiO3 (tilts = 7.6� and 12.6�, spacings & 3.0 nm and

1.8 nm) [50] and by TEM in similar strontium titanate

(tilt = 0.95�, spacing & 25 nm) [51], (tilt = 5�, spac-

ing & 6.3 nm) [52] and (tilt = 10�, spacing & 2.4 nm)

[53]. Arrays of edge dislocations have also been used in

simulations of low-angle grain boundaries in both

materials [54, 55]. In neither the TEM observations nor

the simulations have the low-angle boundaries been

associated with any other feature. Here, the observa-

tion of the 2hr surface rotation implies the existence of a

subsurface domain termination and a low-angle grain

boundary. This is a new ferroelectric compound

defect.

The right-most surface sequence of Fig. 8,

c?(2hr)//a?(hr)//c-(0), leads to adjacent subsurface

domain boundaries that are downward to the left

then right, and as consequence the boundaries do not

converge subsurface, leading to a gradually enlarging

wedge-shaped a-domain. The c?(2hr)//a?(hr)
boundary extends and exits the bottom of the sample

at left. The a?(hr)//c-(0) boundary extends and exits

the side of the sample at right. The total c–a–c–a–

c combined sequence gives rise to a domain bundle,

visible from the surface as finely divided domains.

The implications for the subsurface structure are that

the domain structures and the consequent strain

fields can be complex and very different from the

lamellae. As noted in a study of similar PZT bundled

domains [56], the small domains are also localized in

the X2 dimension, as well as X1 as illustrated, sug-

gesting that the structure of Fig. 8 would also extend

in the X2 direction, leading to three dimensionally

localized domains. Such domain structures would

lead to a weakened biaxial strain field compared with

the lamellae, as observed [1, 2]. Clear next steps are to

assess the stability of the domain structures, taking

both strain and rotation into account.

Conclusions

High-resolution EBSD is an extremely effective

measurement tool for quantitative measurement of

rotation, as well as strain, at small scales, thereby

enabling complete determination of deformation

behavior at the surface of complicated micro- and

nanoscale structures. Rotation measurement here was

demonstrated on 10-lm lamellae and\ 1-lm platelet

domains in BaTiO3, with characteristic rotation vari-

ations of 10 mrad measured with 0.1 mrad angular

Figure 8 Schematic diagram

of the surface and subsurface

structure of a group of bundled

domains, consistent with the

rotation profile of Fig. 4a. A

series of edge dislocations

forming a low-angle grain

boundary that is terminated

near the surface by two

converging domain boundaries

enclosing a confined domain is

shown at the left. The

compound structure comprises

a new ferroelectric defect

associated with a surface

rotation of 2hr.
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resolution and spatial pixel sizes of 30 nm to 200 nm.

As with EBSD-based strain measurements, rotations

were correlated with microstructure, exhibiting little

variation in c domains and variations extending over

several lm in a-domains in the larger lamellar

structure. In the smaller bundled structure, the rota-

tion variations were more restricted, extending over

less than 1 lm. In both cases, the rotation variations

were greatest adjacent to domain boundaries, and the

maximum rotations were typically close to the rigid

rotation domain boundary model value of 0.63�
(11 mrad). The observations support the rigid rota-

tion model as a quantitative description of the limit-

ing angular variation between domains based on the

tetragonal distortion of BaTiO3. However, the

observed extended rotation variations suggest that

the unit-cell re-orientation at domain boundaries is

not abrupt, consistent with the extended strain mea-

surements, implying that domain boundaries in

BaTiO3 exhibit gradual deformation structures. The

surface-based EBSD measurements were consistent

with uncharged parallel 90� domain boundaries in

the lamellar structure extending macroscopically

through the sample. However, new observations in

the bundled structure of rotations of 1.26�, about

twice the rigid rotation value, implied a new type of

BaTiO3 defect: The measurements suggested the

existence of converging 90� domain boundaries sur-

rounding confined wedge-shaped surface domains

terminating subsurface low-angle near-180� domain

(or grain) boundaries. The new rotation observations

explain the difference between the lamellar and

bundled domains as not just one of scale, but of

structure: The bundled domains exhibit much greater

shear strain and rotation variation to accommodate

subsurface constrictions that are absent in the

lamellar domain structures. Extending these obser-

vations to embedded and electroded MLCC domain

structures suggests that deformation consisting of

both strain and rotation will be required to accom-

modate the additional mechanical and electrical

constraints. The current work provides a firm foun-

dation for quantifying such deformation.
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